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A PRECISION DIRECT-READING SPECTROPHOTOMETER*

By Dr. A . L. N A R A Y A N

AND
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Plate XIII

ABSTRACT. Tlip exprniiu.nlal iTiors inluniMil in i)linln,nrnplnc' pliutonictn are disnissed 
and a diic-ct reading spriTiopliolninrlt r fni Hu vi,sil)lp I'spci’ially adapli.'d lo Hu* slmly of 
line* rontnur and absorplion and Ihiort ŝpciu'c s[)C( tra is dosc'iihid Heiaanso of the liî dier 
resolution t)f wliieli it is eapahle the nielhod peiiiiils a more piei ist'and I'oinjih’te analysis of 
ahsoTptinii and niioreseenee s[)et'fra hv revealing the line stinetnre loo siiiall lo he deie( h d hy 
tlie iisnal methods, A te.st of tlie instrument v as earried out hv detei minini  ̂tlie intursities of 
the lines /I07S and 40*17 from are and the ener̂  ̂ dislrihutioii in tlu‘ H/3 ot Hie solar speetnnn. 
'I'he system is distinguished lyv higli sensitivity and easy adjiistmi nl and it dispenses with the 
labuur involved in photographic photometry.

Nearly all attempts to iiieasurc iiileiisities of spectral lines depend first on 
obtaining a photograph of the spectrnni and then interpreting the vaiying densities 
in the plate in terms of intensities. The method involves very careful calibration 
of the photographic plates. Pliotograpliy as an inteimediate step introduces 
several uiidcivsirable complications and intricacies. The experimental errors in
herent in the photographic method are rather difficult to estimate and are at be.st 

omy approximate. It is difficult in a given ease tu say just mhat part of the 
error can be attributed to the different souices of error and what part to the 
particular method in question. Further it would be difficult lo apply this method 

in some cases where the intensity range is large.
Within the last few years much attention is given to the problem of measuring 

intensity distribution in spectral lines directly and attempts have liecii made 
by several investigators in this direction. The advantages of this method arc 
obvious because many troublesome problems whose solutions lead always to 

sensible errors are eliminated. If we are to gain an accurate knowledge of the 
physical conditions governing the process of absorption and emission, the 

necessity for such measures is clear. In collaboration with H. Greuat, d ’ 
Azambuja* at Meudon and Dunhanr at the Mt. Wilson Observatory have under

taken research as early as 1934 for the purpose of directly measuring intensity

• Abstract of this paper was read before the Physics section of the Indian Science 

Congress at Madras in January, 1940.
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dislribulion in spectral lines ami flctermiiiiii.u the absorption line profiles in 
tlie solar spectruui. Dr. Dmihaiii who was recently working on tlie same problem 
at tlje University Observatory, ( )xfijrd, is reported to have succeeded in measuring 
the ]>ruClcs of II u and I) lines in the solar si êctruii] using a null photoelectric 
iiiotliod. Dr. Biiick^ working at the vSolai Physics Observatory, Cambridge, 
devcloj^ed a recording phf>toelectrie inicroi>hotonietcr operating directly in the 
solar st>ectruni. All these oijseivers ha\'e used the same general method namely 
the i)hotoinetric measurement of high dis[)ersion solai spectrograms by the use 
of a photoelectric cell and a thermionic amplifier, sjKcially designed valves being 
employed for the pni’iiose. I'he very feeble current generated as a result of Ihel 
light falling upon the photocell is amplified about a million times.

With most standard vacuum tubes the emission of the oxide coated cathode ' 
is unstable and the grids are not sufficiently insulated. Furthei, fluctuations in 
the plate current ijreveiit us from reaching the highest sensitivity. Tubes liave 
been designed in recent yeais the grid filament resistance of whieh is very high, 
'riiev regui]e an anode voltage of only S to lo volts. 'The mounting of the 
electrodes also is siadi as to ensure low surface leakage. The low filinent and 
low anode voltage for which the valves are de. îgned, have a distinct practical 
advantage, it being a simple matter tf> maintain steady filament and anode eur- 
I’ciits. The outstanding examples of these tul)es aie ti. \i. Pliolroii I" P 5.1 deve- 
lo})ed liy Meti alfe and'rhomson ’ and the electroir.cter Triodc'" manufactured by 
the ( J'h C. Jyondoii. All these tubes have amplification factors less than 011c 
and dej)eiid for llieir usefulness on tlie very high input resistance. The use of 
o]ie of these low grid current vacuum tubes is undoubtedly an excellent method 
for measuring light iiiteiisilies directly.

In attcini)ting to develop a method for the purpose of recording profiles of 
Fraunhofer lines witliout recourse to plu^tograjihy, on account of the excessive 
cost of and tlie difliciilty of getting in war time the si)ccially designed valves, it 
seemed to us partieulaily important, the ])ossibility of using an oidinary valve 
ill the amplification ciicuit to obtain the desued sensitivity. It has been noted by 
various authors ’̂ that the input resistance of an ordinary valve can be greatly 
increased by a special use of its grids together with grcatlyAeduced voltages. 
Further, for good insulation the lead from the control grid must emerge through 
the top of the tube rather than througli the base.

During the past 15 monUis we have carried out an extensive study of the 
amplification of photoelectric currents and their application to spectrophotometry. 
After a complete study of these problems, attention was directed to the design 
and construction of a precision pliotoelecuic spectrophotometer suitable for the 
measurement of intensities of spectral lines directly. Attempts m this direction 
have been so successful that it seemed worth while to publish a description of the 
aiTangement.
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Since there is considerable varialioii in the charactf ristics of imli\ idiuii vacu
um tubes, several standard tubes were tested to determine their behaviour under 
the operating conditions and i A 6 was finally selected as it was found most satis
factory. For the amplifier circuit while any of the eonventional circuits could 
be employed, the Dubndge' circuit seemed most suitable bj' \ irtue of its simplicity 
of construction and operation. The diagram of the circuit is shown in fig. i. 
1 A  6 is a multieleclrode valve having five giids in addition to plate and iil.ament. 
The twai grids Nos. 3 and 5 are connected together and used as a plate while 
Nos. I and 4 are used as space charge grid and control grid respectively. (Irid 
No. 2 and the plate are supeilluous and are directly connected together to the 
earthed end of the battery. As a result of the high insulation resistance and the 
reduced voltages used, the input resistance rose to about ro''̂  ohms.

 ̂Vac chamber

It has been shown by R. Hahstad" that improved stability can be obtained 
by mounting the photocell and the amplifier in an evacuated container, 'fhis 
precaution practically eliminates the surface leakage from the amplifier tube and 
the photocell as well as the tendency of the leads to pick up stray ions, 'fhe 
tube, grid leaks and the photccell are therefore enclo.sed in a heavy cast irem 
cylinder* which is evacuated and kept dry by a drying agent in a bottle in the 
pumping lead. It served as an electro-magnetic shield and permitted the photo
cell and the selective slit to be placed at any point in the spectrum. The vacuum 
cylinder is in diameter and 10'̂  in height and is closed by two end jdates. 
All the parts arc mounted on an ebonite base attached to tlie plate which closes the 
lower end and tlie w'ires necessary for the operation of the amplifier are brought 
out through sealed insulating bushings and connected by a shielded flexible cable 
to the control panel. In this way not only the highest imsulaticm is maintained 
about the most essential points but also the grid leak resistance remains con.stant.

* This cylinder was kindly made for the authors by the Andhra Scientific Instrument Co.
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A photograph of the actual set up attached i u  llie ::o foot I^ittrow spectro- 

grai)h aii<l a sclicinatic drawing of the instruiiieiit are given in figs, j and 3, 
Tlic cylinder is prc)vided on one side with a window' fitted t(̂  a short ])rojectiiig 

tul)C. ( )ver this is fitted the tul)c T with a slit vS w’hich admits the radiation  

from the selected line to the photocell. The tiihe carrying tlie slit has a 1 ack 
and [)inion met ion enabling it to be ])laced in the focal i)lane of the s])ech ogi aph. 

It is found difficult to seal vacuum tight with sealing wax or to have rubber 

gaskets as they would fierish with time. Instead the cylinder is ground well wdth 
the t w o  end jilates and vacuum grease is applied to the rims. W hen the pump 

begins to W'ork the grease spreads itself and is found that the vacuum  keeps over
night with very little leakage.

The tnosi im])ortant part of the photometer is the arrangement by which 
the vaennm chamber with the attached vSlit is moved along the spectrum in a 
direction parallel to the dispersion. The cylinder is mounted on a heavy steel 
carriage to the underside of wdiich are fixed hardened steel plates with 'A * f̂ iccs 
resting on hard steel balls carried by sleeves fixed to an iron base. The base 
is fitted with levelling scre\vs so that the centre of the j)hotometer slit can be 
brought on to the middle of the spectrum. The carriage is fitted with a micro- 
nielcr screw' which gives a direct traverse of 5 cm. The screw is of pilch i nun 
and is provided with a divided head. The whole arrangenicnl is placed on a 
heavy iron bracket fixed to one side of the stone pillar at the camera end of the 
spectrograph.

The resistance leaks employed in these measurements consisted of Xylol- 
alcohol mixtures^ contained in soft glass lubes and Indiandnk lines diawn on 
strips of good drawing paper and encU)sed in glass lubes. To avoid external 
leakages the outer surface is coated w ith ceresin w'ax and the resistances supported **

** These were kindly made for the authors hy Pr. S. Tiamachmidra Kao of the Aniiamalai 
Pniver.sitv to whom their grateful tlianks are due.
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on connecting wires. When an attempt was made to increase the sensitivity of 
the instrument by placing high grid leak resistances of the order of ohms 
great difficulty was experienced. If rapid measurement are required the resistance 
cannot be increased above ohms.

Before making the observations it is necessary to adjust the photometer slit 
to exact parallelism with the spectral lines. This parallel alignment is checked 
as follows. In front of the window through which the light passes just before 
reaching the photocell, a small right-angle prism and a viewing lens may be 
inserted and tlie necessary adjustment is made by wn'deming the photometer slit 
and turning it through the required angle. After the slit is thus adjusted, the 
prism and viewing lens are removed and the light path is cleared- The outline 
of the profile can now be easily obtained by shifting the selective slit in front 
of the spectrum by means of the micrometer screw.

The accuracy of the results obtained depends on how strictly the propor
tionality holds betŵ een the photoelectric current and the intensit}  ̂of the light 
incident on the photocell. Before undertaking any intensity measurements it 
was necessary to investigate the extent to which this relation is satisfied. This 
was done in tlie following manner. Neutral perforated screens were used to 
diminish the intensity of light admitted into the spectrogra])h by known amounts. 
These screens each contained symmetrically placed holes of diameters C’5, i-cj, 
i ’5, 1*3, and 0-6 cm. These were in turn calibrated with a vacuum thermopile 
and galvanometer as this combination respornhs linearly to light of different 
intensities. The proportionality was fuithier assured liy using light of low nitcn- 
sily and by causing the amplification system to operate upon ihe straight portion 
of the grid bias plate current curve. It has been found that v\ith thcvSc pnerau- 
tions, there exists a strictly linear telalioii between the incident light and the 
galvanometer deflection.

In order to test the peiforniance of the instrument, some preliminary measure
ments were carried out with a home-made Hg arc. The observations were made 
with the horizontal Littrow prism sjjcctrograph of 21 ft. focal length with optical 
parts of glass. Since stray radiation due to reflection and scattering by optical 
parts is a troublesome source of error in this type of work, special precautions 
were taken to reduce it to a minimum. All the inner parts of the spectrograph 
were painted dull black and several diaphragms were mounted inside so that 
there is almost no chance for any radiation to be reflected into the spectrum 
from the inner walls of the spectrograph. A double monochromator which 
allows only a small region of wavelengths to enter into the spectrograph and 
removes all unwanted light, was used to improve the i>urity of the sijectrum. 
In a single monochromator the stray light caused by reflection and scattering in 
the various parts of the instrument is inevitable, Light from the Hg arc was 
sharply focussed on the slit of the monochromator and a series of readings were

9
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taken for various widths of the slit for different voltages. The results obtained are 
given in Table I.

T able I

Volntage applied

65

75

95

Slit width

o*o8 mrn. 
o'i6

o-o8
0*16

008
o-i6

Galvauumeter deflection

A 4077-8

19 
3a

20 
35

23
38

A 4046-6

21
40

23
43

24
44

We have recently used the instrument for measuring the energy distribution 
in the YLfi of the solar spectrum. By means of the micrometer screw the selective 
slit was placed in succession at different points on the line and the galvanometer 
deflection observed in each case. The results are given in Table II- When the 
line is thus scanned and allowance is made for the systematic and accidental errors, 
by idolting deflections against distances the observed profile was obtained. 
The equivalent width found by measuring the area of the profile is 21 ^ and the 
central intensity j8 per cent, which compares very well with Unsold's'* values.

TM3LE II 

H/S l̂ine A 48b!-34

Distance from
center in mnj. 4*5 3'5 3-0 2'5 2-0 1-5 i-o 0 o'5 1*0 1-3 2*0 2*5

Deflection 35 34 33 32 30 28 23-S 7 30 25 28 31

Distance from 
center in inm. 30 3-5 40

Deflection 34 34 36
•

It must be understood that these observations are of a preliminary nature 
and were made solely as a test of the method. The test while not suflSciently 
rigorous showed that the circuit functions satisfactorily when the grid leak used 
in below 10̂ ® ohms. As compared with the method of photographic spectrophoto
metry the enormous gain in time obtained with the present instrument is obvious. 
It possesses apart from high speed, great sensitivity and easy adjustment. And
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the device is rapidly adaptable for idioto^rapliic recording. These as well as 
other minor advantages should make the device a valuable aid in direct iiicasure- 
nient of light intensities. In the case of i A 6 it is not practicable to use 
higher than ohms as the resistance of the input circuit apj^roaciies the 
unshunted resistance of the tube. TTirther work is in progress. A number of 
improvements which became evident in the course of the rnesent study are being 
introduced and i A 6 is being reidaced by an electrometer type valve which is 
just received, so as to increase the overfall sensitivity of the instrument. The 
method will be subjected to a severe te.st and the relative merits of the null and 
deflection iiiethoels together with the observatjons of line jirofiles will be discussed 
in a later paper.

We have great ydeasure in expressing our thanks to Mr, J. M. Sil, B.vSe (JCng.) 
of the Indian IMeteorological Depaitment for technical advice and assistance in 
making the meclianical parts and to Mr. N. S. Bubba Rao, M .A.,of the Annaitialai 
University for much valuable advice in building the amplifier circuit.
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